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Unruly Curls? Say No More Gurl. Subscribe Now.

U nruly curls are a normal issue for people having curly hair and that is due to the fact that curly hair is more

susceptible to dryness than straight hair. The scalp's natural lubricants have difficulty penetrating the curly

filaments, resulting in dryness and potential dandruff. This necessitates additional care in moisturising and hydrating

the hair in order to preserve its health and appearance. Curly hair is also subject to tangling and knotting, particularly

if it is not correctly maintained. The spirals and curls can entangle, making detangling difficult and increasing the risk

of breakage. While due to lack of information in the market regarding curly hair as everyone is interested in how to

maintain and keep in check straight hair, there is a scarcity of products and instructions in the market that  help

people with curly hair and ways on how to take care of them.

Here, we will discuss how to take care of those unruly curls and have them in the best shape possible with the best products

available in the market. As there are not many products that can take care of unruly curls, people are always worried about

how to keep their curly hair well maintained and groomed. Not all hair care products are created equal, and finding the right

ones for those unruly curls can be a process of trial and error. Curly hair often benefits from products that provide moisture,

definition, and hold without weighing the hair down or causing build-up. Experimenting with different products and

understanding the ingredients that work well for your hair type can be time-consuming.

Best Frizz Control for Curly Hair
Just as Vitamin D has many functions to improve overall hair

health, Rhodanide is a true game changer as well as it

strengthens hair, fights off harsh damaging chemicals

prevalent in most shampoos and conditioners, and boosts

the hair follicle to encourage hair growth. In scientific terms,

Rhodanide consists of five essential elements that are the

building blocks for molecules in all life forms: carbon,

nitrogen, sulphur, oxygen, and hydrogen. Overall, a small but

powerful molecule. The main task of rhodanide is to stop

and reverse the ageing process of hair so that those unruly

curls have the best health possible and stay far away from

breakage. 

As taking care of unruly curls is not an easy task, these

products help you keep those frizzy hair in top shape giving

you that energetic vibrant look anywhere.

Natural Hold
The most important thing when styling your unruly curls is to have a good hold of them. The curls need to be in place and

then stay there for you to have that extra sassy look differentiating you from others. When in such a situation, ATV Design

Freeze Frame Styling Gel comes into play providing you with a strong hold and protection against heat styling, enabling you

to style those unruly curls to your heart’s content.

The ATV Design Freeze Frame Styling Gel has a firm hold once applied, keeping your hairdo in place all day. It keeps your

hair appearing smooth and well-groomed by helping to control frizz and flyaways. This gel gives you the control you need to

accomplish your preferred style, whether you're going for a polished updo or defined curls.

Strength And Control
To rule your unruly curls, you need to have definite control

over them and that does not come easy at all. For that, you

need a product such as 360 Maxi Gel which provides

immense strength and control to your frizzy hair thus

allowing you to style them in any way you like.

The power and control of the Maxi Gel also make it the

perfect tool for designing complex and complicated

hairstyles. This gel offers the required structure and support

whether you're trying to sculpt a chic updo, define your

curls, or make elaborate braids.

Flexibility
While hold, strength and control are all very important aspects when styling those unruly curls, flexibility has a whole other

level of importance as no one wants their curls to be stiff or not flexible at all. While most of you are looking for all these

features in one product, we have a solution for you all. Keune Style Strong Mousse is a kind of product that provides you

with strength and control while also enabling you to have flexibility when using heat or styling gadgets.

Additionally, this mousse provides heat protection, defending your hair from any harm from styling appliances like blow

dryers or curling irons. Your hair gains an additional layer of protection and is helped to reduce frizz, maintaining its health

and security while you use those curling rods and best hair straighteners for curly hair. 

The Keune Style Strong Mousse is very simple to remove and doesn't leave any oily or stickiness behind. It is easily

washable, allowing for a clean slate for your next styling session.

Recommended product

How frequently should those unruly curls be washed?
You probably shouldn't use a cleaning shampoo every time you hop in the shower and wet your unruly curls. You may also

choose to simply rinse with water some days before using a conditioner. Use a gentle shampoo on other days to prevent

depleting the hair of its natural oils. Use a basic clarifying shampoo every one to two weeks to aid in removing any

accumulation of styling products.

The Bottom Line: Style your unruly curls to
look perfect
In conclusion, while styling unruly curls may present some

challenges, achieving a perfect and polished look is definitely

possible with the ways mentioned above. As each person's

curls are distinctive, feel free to experiment and modify

these instructions to fit your particular hair type and

preferred appearance. Accept your curls for what they are

naturally beautiful, be patient, and appreciate the search for

the methods and items that work best for you. You may

create the perfect curl style for your unruly curls with a little

practise and the appropriate method. 

For added definition, you can use a curling wand or iron on

specific curls, being mindful of not using excessive heat.

Finish off your styling routine with a hairspray or setting

spray to set your curls and ensure they stay in place.

If you found this post helpful or have any thoughts to share, we'd love to hear from you! Leave a comment below and let's

start a conversation. Your insights and feedback are valuable to us!

Written by: Kristen Gavanas
Editor / Author
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Curly hair often benefits from products that provide moisture, definition, and hold
without weighing the hair down or causing build-up.

360 Maxi Gel 500ml

$19.76$19.76$19.76$19.76$21.95$21.95$21.95$21.95

Keune Style Strong
Mousse 200ml

$19.80$19.80$19.80$19.80$22.00$22.00$22.00$22.00

Keune So Pure Curl
Enhancer 150ml

$30.56$30.56$30.56$30.56$33.95$33.95$33.95$33.95

Natural Look ATV De-
sign Freeze Frame
Styling Gel 500g

$18.36$18.36$18.36$18.36$22.95$22.95$22.95$22.95
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